MASTER PROJECT
Develop your entrepreneurship skills

Master project is an ERASMUS+ funded project which aims to integrated cross-sector approach to student entrepreneurship education in VET sector. Europe needs more entrepreneurial citizens: creative, confident individuals who innovate to solve problems and convert ideas into value across enterprises, organizations, and the public sector.

Our partners

Led by Lisburn & Castlereagh City Council, together partners from ROSCOMMON LEADER PARTNERSHIP (RLP) (IE), STICHTING INQUBATOR (NL), Feltec Software Innovations Ltd (IE), CEBANC (ES), EUROPEAN FOUNDATION FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING (EFVET) (BE), TECHNICAL EDUCATION COPENHAGEN (DK).
Kick-off meeting in Lisburn, UK

The first kick-off meeting was held to discuss the development and implementation of the MASTER Project. The Meeting was conducted to the agenda. The meeting commenced with a short presentation from each of the participating organisations. During a general discussion on what the toolkit consists of it. There will a call innovative initiatives whereby there will be an intake of at least 20 examples of best practice.

How to support Entrepreneurs & self-employed microfinance?

Micro-enterprises are enterprises employing fewer than 10 people and which have an annual turnover or annual balance sheet total or maximum 2mill EUR. They represent over 90% of European enterprises and are thus decisive for boosting jobs, growth and investment in Europe.
If you would like to apply for a micro-loan find more information about EU microfinance support [here](#).

Enterprise Skills

Being enterprising in the context doesn’t necessarily mean becoming self-employed. It could mean becoming more creative or a better problem solver, or better at spotting interesting opportunities. SFEDI Awards was founded in 2007 to support the development of a truly entrepreneurial culture and economy within in the UK, have a look to their [Enterprise skills Development](#) site.